
 
 
GUIDE #6: A Storage Mirror Scenario using Ezstackr Cloud 
 
Introduction: 
High Availability (HA) and Disaster Recovery (DR) is one of most important functions in a data center. The 
Ezstackr cloud supports HA and DR for mission critical business. You can quickly recover from a disaster and 
ensure business continuity of your applications while keeping your costs down. 
 
A storage mirror is a complete backup of the data that can be used if the primary data store fails. Storage 
mirroring facilitates high availability of data systems and the applications that use them. 
 
There are two parts to this storage mirror scenario. In this technical guide, part 1 is discussed. In the next 
technical guide, part 2 is discussed. 
 
Storage Mirror Scenario Summary Part 1: 
Here is a storage mirror test scenario designed to help users design and implement their own HA/DR solutions. 
In this test scenario, the two nodes of a mirror cluster is located separate geographic locations. 

1. Setting up the Gluster mirror cluster and Gluster client environment 
2. Configuring Gluster servers 
3. Configuring Gluster client 
4. Testing Gluster storage mirror pool 
5. Verifying the integrity of the files written to Gluster storage mirror pool 

 

 
 
SETTING UP THE GLUSTER MIRROR CLUSTER AND GLUSTER CLIENT ENVIRONMENT 
Installing Ubuntu 18.04 server: 
Configure 3 Ubuntu VMs – u-gfs-101 and u-gfs-102 are Gluster server mirrors and u-gfs-103 is a Gluster client 
Configure /etc/netplan/* and /etc/hosts for u-gfs-101, u-gfs-102, u-gfs-103 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
CONFIGURING GLUSTER SERVERS 
Configuring Gluster: For u-gfs-101 and u-gfs-102, do the following: 
sudo su 
apt-get update 
wget -O- https://download.gluster.org/pub/gluster/glusterfs/7/rsa.pub | apt-key add - 
apt install software-properties-common 



add-apt-repository ppa:gluster/glusterfs-7 
apt update 
apt install glusterfs-server 
glusterfsd --version 
systemctl status glusterd 
ps -ef|grep gluster 
 
Starting and enabling service at system boot: 
systemctl start glusterd 
systemctl enable glusterd 
 
Configuring firewalls (if any): 
Remember to allow port 24007 for both servers: 
 
Configuring GlusterFS servers: 
Creating trusted storage pool at u-gfs-101 - add u-gfs-102 to the glusterfs storage pool 
gluster peer probe u-gfs-102 
 
Checking storage pool status: 
gluster peer status 
gluster pool list 
 
Creating a storage volume: 
gluster volume create volume1 replica 2 u-gfs-101:/gluster-storage u-gfs-102:/gluster-storage force 
 
Starting the volume and make it available for use: 
gluster volume start volume1 
 
Checking status of volume: 
sudo gluster volume status 

 
 
Reviewing other important commands by Gluster: 
sudo gluster volume stop volume1 
sudo gluster volume delete volume1 
[files in gluster volume are not deleted and need to be manually removed] 
 
Configuring firewalls (if any): 
As a final step to configuring your volume, you’ll need to open up the firewall on both servers so your client 
machine will be able to connect to and mount the volume. Based on the previous command’s sample output, 
volume1 is running on port 49152 on both machines. This is GlusterFS’s default port for its initial volume, and 
the next volume you create will use port 49153, then 49154, and so on. 
 
 
CONFIGURING GLUSTER CLIENT 
Installing Gluster client that uses the Gluster server cluster: For u-gfs-103, do the following: 
sudo su 
apt-get update 
wget -O- https://download.gluster.org/pub/gluster/glusterfs/7/rsa.pub | apt-key add - 
apt install software-properties-common 
add-apt-repository ppa:gluster/glusterfs-7 
apt update 
apt install glusterfs-client 
glusterfsd --version 
 
Making a directory for mountpoint and setting permissions: 
sudo mkdir /storage-pool 
sudo chown -Rfv ubuntu:ubuntu /storage-pool 
 
Mount the Gluster volume: 
sudo mount -t glusterfs u-gfs-101:volume1 /storage-pool 
 
Checking storage size of mountpoint: 
df -H 
 
TESING GLUSTER STORAGE MIRROR POOL 
Testing /storage-pool by adding a file to it: 
sudo ls -R / >> /storage-pool/file01 
 



 
 
VERIFYING THE INTEGRITY OF FILES WRITTEN TO GLUSTER STORAGE POOL 
Checking u-gfs-101 and u-gfs-102 to see if file is truly mirrored to them: 
at u-gfs-101: sudo ls -l /gluster-storage 
at u-gfs-101: md5sum /gluster-storage/file01 

 
 
at u-gfs-102: sudo ls -l /gluster-storage 
at u-gfs-102: md5sum /gluster-storage/file01 

 
 
Reviewing other important commands by Gluster: 
sudo umount /storage-pool 
 
END OF TEST 
This concludes a successful storage mirror test.  
 
NEXT 
Review part 2 of the storage mirror test in the next technical note 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 


